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Scotland, eventually: Part 1 
 
Whenever I have walked in Scotland, and especially in recent years on Arran, Kintyre and Harris, I have loved the seascapes but yearned to sail there and see the landscapes from the sea. I had been planning to sail towards Scotland for the last two years, and obsessively 
so over the last long dark winter. I drafted more passage plans than was entirely sane. Then I ran into problem after problem fitting out, including needing a new engine. After much 
frustration I finally got away in mid April, still making notes about discrepancies between invoices from the yard and actuality, adding lengthily to my "To do" list, and hoping against hope that nothing more would go wrong. 
 On Easter Monday the first train out of Banbury got me to Plymouth in time for an evening 
sail to Fowey, but I was making good progress so hurried on to St Mawes, picking up a visitors' buoy just after dark. Making 40 miles after not setting out until after lunch felt like a good start after all the frustrations, and 'Freya' was sailing fast and beautifully. There were 
plenty of yachts returning to Plymouth from Fowey but none going West. What did they all know that I didn't?  
 From St Mawes to St Ives it was, by the shortest planned route, as far as across the Channel to Cherbourg from Yarmouth. The North Cornwall coast is difficult to get up in 
daylight without using Padstow but the tides that week, with HW mid-day, made that impossible unless I could get to St Ives as a stop-over only half a day from Padstow. The 
Pilot Books were not encouraging, and with good reason. Although St Ives faces East, the swell works its way in from just about anywhere, and the underlying Atlantic swell is 
omnipresent, as it is in South Brittany. The wind may die but you can still be thrown around on a glassy sea.   

 A cold and early start from St Mawes, passing St Anthony’s Head  
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 Things had been going very well. I had left St Mawes at dawn though I had to motor-sail 
initially due to the lack of wind. Once the wind picked up Freya flew along and I was ahead of schedule as I gybed round The Lizard and across Mount's Bay towards Penzance, to 
cheat the foul tide. Once round the Runnel Stone the next foul tide up the Cornwall coast meant wind against tide and building surf at the headlands. Inshore would have limited the foul tide but looked horrible, offshore was calmer, but longer and slower. However I had a 
distraction: a large pod of dolphins kept me company. At one point six of them surfed down a wave right next to me in a line, like small children running down a hill holding hands in glee. I 
took hundreds of photos of them, just three of which actually showed a dolphin. I saw dolphins every day -  I think they liked Freya’s green bottom - and I was to have more luck with photos two days later 
 

  Land’s End in sunshine  
I was still averaging six knots past Land's End, in glorious sunshine, entertaining the Easter holiday throng on the cliffs as I was tight inshore and the only yacht around. Then it all went 
wrong. The wind suddenly did a 180 degree volte face and I was now tacking into a strong foul tide, making about 120 degrees between tacks. What might have taken two more hours to St Ives took five, and the last bit of the passage took ten miles more than predicted. I had 
also anticipated an offshore zephyr whilst moored, but it became an onshore breeze with accompanying swell. I arrived after 64 miles as the light faded and the Visitors' buoys were 
nowhere to be seen. I was grateful to some fishermen, tidying their boat for the night, pointing to the far end of the beach, the other end of the bay than indicated in the Pilot Book, and much more exposed. Getting a line on board, with no strop, single handed, in a windy 
swell, was sufficiently difficult to have kept the fishermen amused for the rest of the evening. Even after I was safely below decks the swell overpowered the wind and made the buoy 
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crash against the hull as Freya turned side on, undecided whether to bow to wind or waves, and my supper and glass of wine slid away from me and off the edge of the table. Overnight 
I braced myself against the violent movement and there were periodic crashes as anything not nailed down submitted to gravity, eventually including me, thrown out of my bunk - the 
first time I have experienced that while moored. I had spent fourteen hours under way and I needed sleep, but I didn't get any. I think my next visit to St Ives might be by car.   
It was actually a relief to get up at 4.30 the next morning, in the pitch dark and perishing cold, and prepare to be off before dawn. A red early sky turned into a sparkling turquoise day 
with wall to wall sunshine as I pootled along the North Cornwall coast. I holidayed here throughout my youth but had never seen Crantock, Porth Joke or Fistral from the sea before. Again I was the only yacht - I had seen no-one but fishermen for two days. I sent photos to 
my friend Bart Prehn, who had sold me 'Freya' in Northern Holland four years ago, to show what a coastline with cliffs looked like. When I sailed Freya back to England the sight of a 
modest sand dune along his coast was a cause for excitement. He was suitably impressed.  With a very small neap tide I suspected Padstow harbour was not going to be open for long 
either side of HW. But with a calm sea and plenty of water even at low tide over the Doom Bar, I was relaxed about dropping behind schedule as I had decided to moor in The Pool, which the pilot book assured me had Visitors' buoys.  But as soon as I had picked one up 
the Harbour Patrol raced over and told me off. Despite there being a dozen unused buoys I was not allowed to use any of them. "And you had better hurry up if you want to be 
alongside the quay" he added "They will close the gates any minute and won't wait for you".  Well "Good day to you too" I thought. I got in by the skin of my teeth, the gates closing behind me as in a chase scene in a thriller, and suddenly I was in tourist land. It was packed, 
though not with boats. Out of the wind it was hot, and I had long johns and five layers on under my heavy oilies. I had to struggle up the long quay ladder again and again, clearing 
children in T-shirts who were dipping nets for crabs, to get at rings to tie my lines to. By the time the Harbour Master dropped by to pass me forms to fill in I was in a lather. The scantily dressed tourists must have thought I had a red nylon fetish. Luckily Padstow has good 
showers.  
The downside of being safely inside Padstow was that I would not be able to get out again when I needed to. I asked at the Harbour Office when the gates would open the next day. They scanned the tide tables and sucked on their teeth in an "Oh I don't like the look of that, 
dear me no" kind of way, and suggested that it might be as late as 1130, as if it was anybody's guess. There went my gentle saunter to Lundy the next day - there might be too 
little time to get there before dark and the pilot books advised against a night approach due to overfalls and limited lights.  
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 Freya safely inside Padstow Harbour, but against the quay 
  
The next day started cold and bright and warmed up beautifully. I spent the morning doing chores, including clearing up after the gulls that tourists were feeding by throwing bread over my head in the boat. I also retrieved dropped children's crab lines that could have fouled my 
prop. Pretty harbours have downsides. The gate was supposed to open at 1030 but I didn't even get ready until 1100. Finally they inched open at 1140 but instead of racing out I found 
I was solidly aground and couldn't move. Another 10 minutes rise of tide saw me free after revving the engine and I was finally out at mid-day. A very gentle wind was forecast so I was prepared to motor for all 40 miles, but I had underestimated Freya's ability to get going in 
light airs. With only 8 knots apparent she averaged 5 knots for the first four hours, until the tide turned. I set a course well to the East of Lundy to keep her sailing free, assuming the 
tide would take me back West later, which it did. I had dolphins for company again as I sailed up the coast.  
Hartland Point was visible, but not Lundy. The wind forecast had it turning North and even North East overnight, so the normal anchorage on the West side might become exposed. 
Reed's came to my rescue, being much more detailed and reliable than many pilot books, 
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and suggested, if it were necessary, a small cove on the South tip for use in Northerlies. By the time I got there the race to the South on the ebb ought to be over and so I could 
approach over a flat sea and concentrate on finding a safe spot to anchor, but I needed to arrive in the light. Eventually I put the engine on as the foul tide increased and I fell behind 
schedule.   Visibility became poor for the first time on the cruise. It is something I dread. As I passed 
what appeared to be the now grey outline of Hartland Point, ships going to and from Avonmouth crossed my path, looming insubstantially, and still I could not see Lundy, now 
only 8 miles away. Finally it appeared, then disappeared. Had I really seen it? There it was again, surprisingly lofty.   

 Lundy finally appeared through the gloom 
 Ever since I first saw an early chartplotter, many years ago on a Greek charter yacht, I have 
felt the need for corroborating evidence. The first evening we had motored into a tiny Greek harbour and before turning off the instruments I gave the plotter a quick glance. There we were moored securely near the top of the mountain overlooking the harbour. Whether the 
paper chart on which it was based, of 19th century Admiralty provenance, was faulty, or whether there were not yet enough satellites to give a proper fix, I will never know, but it was 
a warning. So seeing the actual edifice of Lundy materialise out of the murk exactly where my iPad said it ought to be was very reassuring. Had I crew on board they would have found me insufferably smug and grinning like the Cheshire Cat. To top it all the sun broke through. 
If the Alleluia Chorus had burst out from the sunbeam the moment would have been complete. And then I remembered I still had to anchor, on my own. 
 Anchoring turned out to be straightforward, but I was not relaxed about dragging in what was said to be indifferent holding, as I was the only boat at Lundy and a very long way from any 
assistance should I need it. So I took six bearings and checked them obsessively, then let out some more chain, just in case, and so had to check them all again, and then set bearing 
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and distance checks on both my iPads and left them turned on all night so I could check.... I wanted to be confident enough to sleep rather than sit up on anchor watch. 
 

 Anchoring anxieties, writ large  It had been a mild Spring day but I found Lundy forbidding. Heaven knows what it is like in 
mid winter. One of my usual crew, who I keep in touch with when I sail solo, had emailed me to tell me that there was a pub on the island, but it looked as though it involved a dark dinghy 
ride to a pebble beach followed by a stiff climb. There are limits to my stupidity and I had a can from the fridge.  
There was no signal here, in the middle of the Bristol Channel, so my wife worried about my missed checking in. 
 I woke at five, the anchor came up easily, and clean, it being a shingle bottom, and I was away by 0550, with nav lights on, over a glassy sea. The sun, red and quivering in the haze, 
came up over England for the last time - at least for me on this trip. I had my Welsh Dragon burgee ready for Milford Haven later that day.  
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 Dawn over England  
The much warned-about races at The White Horses, and off the Northern tip of Lundy, never materialised and I settled down with a hot coffee and motored on a flat sea. I took advantage of the ebb to get as far West as I could before the flood started and the promised breeze 
from the NW picked up later. I was hoping to finish the day sailing, even if it took me a long time to get there, but the wind never materialised.  
 Wales appeared out of the haze at 0900. The sky to the South over England was bathed in 
sunshine with Lundy and even North Devon clearly visible, while Wales was cloaked in mist and low cloud. So why had I chosen to sail North? 
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Welsh dolphins appeared (they were bigger and more athletic than their English cousins) and gave a spectacular display. It was so calm I was able to sit on the bow and watch them 
under the water.  

 My only company 
 I had thought of exploiting the settled weather and getting across to Ireland and up to Dublin, 
but the light winds forecast would have been on the nose and I would have ended up motoring, and I'd had enough of that. So I got into Milford Dock at the top of the tide during 
the freeflow period. The last time I was here was a freezing March seven years ago, on my way from Conwy to the Oosterschelde in Holland, and I had gone home for a week just to warm up. This time I had less need of home comforts but still went home for a break. I just 
made it to catch the last train home from Milford Haven, a rustic affair that took nearly three 
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hours to creep round the estuaries of SW Wales to Cardiff, twice reversing out of stations in order to panic the passengers. It works every time!  
 Back in May for Part 2.   
 Graham Gibbs ‘Freya of Shreham’ 
 Scotland trip log: Part 1 
Date Places (first visit) Miles c Miles Speed 
17 Apr Plymouth to St Mawes 40 40 6.0k 
18 Apr St Mawes to St Ives 64 104 5.1k 
19 Apr St Ives to Padstow 35 139 5.8k 
20 Apr Padstow to Lundy 39 178 5.1k 
21 Apr Lundy to Milford Haven dock 44 222 5.3k 
  


